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Abstract

Transverse single spin asymmetries (SSA) in inclusive reactions are now considered to be directly related to the t
momentumkT of the fundamental partons involved in the process. We find that the ideal probe to extract informa
the gluon Sivers function is the transverse SSA of prompt photon productionpp↑ → γX, at largepT . The following related
processes,pp↑ → γ + jet+ X, pp↑ → γ ∗ + X → µ+µ− + X andp̄p↑ → γ + X are also briefly discussed.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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At present there is a wealth of experimental o
servations of single spin asymmetries (SSA) in ma
different processes. Large SSA have been meas
in pp↑ → πX, where one proton is transversely p
larized, and in which the produced pion prefers
come out, either to the right or to the left of the pla
formed by the beam direction and the proton po
ization vector, depending on its charge. This eff
was first observed at FNAL more then ten years a
in experiments done by the E704 Collaboration[1],
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at center-of-mass (c.m.) energy
√

s ∼ 20 GeV. It oc-
curs also at

√
s = 200 GeV, as observed recently f

π0 production by the STAR Collaboration[2], in the
first spin run at BNL-RHIC. Although the data a
pear to have very little energy dependence, a car
study of the unpolarized cross section leads to c
clude that the SSA, in these two energy regimes, m
have two different dynamical origins[3]. Several SSA
have been also measured in hyperon (and antihype
inclusive productionpN → Y↑X, at various ener
gies[4], but a suitable detailed interpretation of the
rich polarization data is still missing. Moreover, r
cently an azimuthal asymmetry has been also obse
in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SID
lp↑ → lπX, for targets polarized transversely(AUT )

and longitudinally (AUL) relative to the direction o
the unpolarized incoming lepton beam direction[5,6].
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Although these SSA are not yet fully understoo
they are expected to give valuable information on
orbital angular momenta of quarks and gluons ins
the hadron. Furthermore, they provide us with an
derstanding of QCD at the amplitude level, whi
comes from the fact that the SSA is proportional to
interference of a spin flip and a non-spin flip amp
tude, out of phases. Therefore in perturbation the
such an interference effect, which requires an ima
nary part, is generated at the one loop level. The in
ference is between wave functions with angular m
mentaJz = ±1/2 and hence contains information o
the partons orbital angular momenta[7]. Moreover, the
required matrix element measures the spin–orbit
relation �S · �L within the target hadrons wave functio
the same matrix element which produces the an
alous magnetic moment of the proton, the Pauli fo
factor, and the generalized parton distributionE which
is measured in deeply virtual Compton scattering.

In practice, essentially two mechanisms have b
proposed in order to explain the SSA. The first o
is to generalize the parton distribution functions
considering distributions that depend on the transv
momentakT of these partons, and the second is to t
into account higher twist operators[8]. Recently it was
shown that there is a direct relation between these
approaches, so in fact they are expected to prod
very similar effects. In the case of thekT dependen
distribution functions, the SSA can be produced eit
by quark distributions, which is called the Sivers effe
[9], proposed long time ago, or by quark fragmen
tion functions, which is called the Collins effect[10].
For some time it was thought that the Sivers funct
vanished, but this was shown not to be the case in
explicit simple model calculation[7].

In general both the Sivers and the Collins effe
will be present in a specific reaction, although th
are some cases in which only one of them contribu
For example, the Collins effect is the only mechani
that can lead to asymmetriesAUT andAUL, defined
above. On the other hand, it does not appear in s
electroweak interaction processes, where there is
the Sivers effect. In this Letter we will concentra
on the Sivers function, whose existence was pro
by considering final state interactions in a diqua
model[7,11]. The diquark model can only predict th
Sivers function for the valence quarks, and it is a
of interest to calculate it for sea quarks or for gluo
In fact, the gluon Sivers function was mentioned
the first time in Ref.[12], and only recently it was als
considered in jet correlations[13] and inD meson pro-
duction[14] in p↑p collisions. Just as the quark Sive
function is related to the hadrons anomalous magn
moment, the gluon Sivers function is connected w
the gluons contribution to the same anomalous m
netic moment, a quantity which in general is difficu
to obtain.

The direct photon production inpp collisions can
provide a clear test of shortdistance dynamics as
dicted by perturbative QCD, because the photon o
inates in the hard scattering subprocess and doe
fragment, which immediately means that the Coll
effect isnot present. This process is very sensitive
the gluon structure function, since it is dominated
the quark–gluon Compton subprocess in a large p
ton transverse momentum range. Prompt-photon
duction,pp(pp̄) → γX, has been a useful tool for th
determination of the unpolarized gluon density an
is considered one of the most reliable reactions for
tracting information on the polarization of the gluo
in the nucleon[15]. Some years ago, the E704 Co
laboration[16] at FNAL measured single spin asym
metries for direct photon production inpp collisions
at 200 GeV/c. Although the single spin asymmet
for the direct photon production was found consist
with zero, within the experimental uncertainty, there
nowadays a real possibility to increase the precisio
the measurement. In this Letter, we show how to re
the transverse SSA to the gluon Sivers function.

There are only two hard scattering processes for
direct photon production in highpT collisions. One
is the lowest-order Compton subprocess,qg → γ q

and the other one is the lowest-order annihilation s
process,qq̄ → γg. However, since the first subproce
is dominant inpp → γX collisions, the unpolarized
cross section for producing a photon of transverse
mentumpT and rapidityy can be written approxi
mately as

dσ =
∑

i

1∫
xmin

dxa

∫
d2kT a d2kT b

xaxb

xa − (pT /
√

s)ey

×
[
qi(xa,kT a)G(xb,kT b)

dσ̂

dt̂
(qiG → qiγ )

(1)

+ G(xa,kT a)qi(xb,kT b)
dσ̂

dt̂
(Gqi → qiγ )

]
,
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whereqi(x,kT ) [G(x,kT )] is the quark [gluon] dis-
tribution function with specifiedkT . A priori kT , the
magnitude ofkT , is expected to be small compared√

s, wheres is the center-of-mass energy of the
actionpp → γX. Therefore in order to simplify ou
discussion, we will use the following expressions

xb = xa(pT /
√

s )e−y

xa − (pT /
√

s )ey
,

(2)xmin = (pT /
√

s )ey

1− (pT /
√

s )e−y
,

which are valid only in the collinear approximatio
The subprocess cross section is

(3)
dσ̂

dt̂
(qiG → qiγ ) = −πe2

qααs

3ŝ2

[
û

ŝ
+ ŝ

û

]
,

and by replacinĝu by t̂ , one obtains the other intern
cross section occurring in Eq.(1). Hereα is the fine
structure constant,αs is the strong coupling constan
eq denotes the quark charge andŝ, t̂ , û stand for the
Mandelstam variables for the parton subprocess

ŝ = xaxbs, û = −xapT

√
se−y,

(4)t̂ = −xbpT

√
sey.

According to the general definition of thekT -depen-
dent parton distributionsf (x,kT ) (f = q,G) inside a
transversely polarized proton, where spin-up is labeled
with ↑ anddown with ↓, it is clear that

f (x,kT ) = 1

2

[
f↑(x,kT ) + f↓(x,kT )

]

= 1

2

[
f↑(x,kT ) + f↑(x,−kT )

]
(5)= f (x, kT ),

whereas for the Sivers functions[9] we have

�fN(x,kT ) = f↑(x,kT ) − f↓(x,kT )

= f↑(x,kT ) − f↑(x,−kT )

(6)= �fN(x, kT )Sp · p̂ × kT .

HereSp denotes the transverse polarization of the p
ton of three-momentump andp̂ is a unit vector in the
direction ofp. The correlation proposed by Sivers co
responds to a time-reversal odd triple vector prod
Now we can define the SSA as

(7)A
γ = d�Nσ

,
N dσ
whered�Nσ = dσ↑ − dσ↓, whereasdσ = dσ↑ +
dσ↓ and we have

d�Nσ

=
∑

i

1∫
xmin

dxa

∫
d2kT a d2kT b

xaxb

xa − (pT /
√

s )ey

×
[
qi(xa,kT a)�NG(xb,kT b)

dσ̂

dt̂
(qiG → qiγ )

(8)

+ G(xa,kT a)�Nqi(xb,kT b)
dσ̂

dt̂
(Gqi → qiγ )

]
.

A priori the kT -dependence of all these parton dis
butions is unknown, but as an approximation one
assume a simple factorized form for the distribut
functions and take for example, as in Ref.[12],

(9)f (x, kT ) = f (x)λ(kT ),

whereλ(kT ) is flavor independent, and a similar e
pression for the corresponding Sivers functions

(10)�Nf (x, kT ) = �Nf (x)η(kT ).

In such a situation,2 it is clear that the SSA will also
factorize and then it reads

(11)

A
γ

Nf (s, xF ,pT ) = H(pT )Aγ (s, xF )Sp · p̂ × pT ,

where pT is the transverse momentum of the ph
ton produced at the c.m. energy

√
s, andH(pT ) is a

function of pT , the magnitude ofpT . We also recall
the well-known relation betweeny and xF , namely
xF = 2 sinhy(pT /

√
s ).

Both Sivers functions for quarks and gluons are
volved inAγ (s, xF ), and therefore we want to identif
a kinematic region where the gluon Sivers funct
dominates. To achieve that it is necessary to determ
in Eqs. (1) and (8), the range of integration overxa

and to study the relative magnitude ofxa andxb. As
an example, using Eq.(2) with

√
s = 200 GeV and

pT = 20 GeV, the results forxmin versusxF are shown
in Fig. 1(a) and we find thatxmin ≈ xF in the region

2 The simplifying assumptions used above for the kinema
in the collinear approximation (see Eq.(2)), is justified by taking
Gaussian expressions forλ(k ) andη(f ).
T T
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Fig. 1. For
√

s = 200 GeV,pT = 20 GeV: (a)xmin versusxF and (b)xb versusxa .
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xF > 0.3. On the other hand,xb versusxa is shown in
Fig. 1(b) and we see that whenxa is integrated over the
range[xmin,1], the main contribution comes from th
low xb values. Therefore, when we look at the lar
xF region, wherexa is large butxb is small, the asym
metry can be approximately expressed as

(12)Aγ (s, xF ) = 〈�NG〉
〈G〉 ,

where〈�NG〉 and〈G〉 mean the corresponding valu
over an appropriate integrating range. Unlike the qu
Sivers functions, for which several theoretical calcu
tions have been performed, for example in a spect
model with axial-vector diquarks (see Ref.[11] and
references therein), the gluon Sivers function has
been really investigated, so we will not try to use a n
merical estimate for�NG. On the experimental sid
the inaccurate result of Ref.[16] is anyway irrelevan
for our purpose, because it concerns the centra
gionxF ∼ 0. On the other hand it is worth mentionin
the measurement of the SSA in the forward prod
tion of photons inpp collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV,

with pT � 0.5 GeV, consistent with zero[17]. The
fact that they measureall photons and not only direc
photons, makes these data irrelevant. This kinem
region is indeed quite accessible at RHIC, since
PHENIX Collaboration has already released the un
larized cross section forpp → γX at

√
s = 200 GeV,

in the central region forpT up to 18 GeV[18], in fair
agreement with NLO pQCD calculations. The sa
calculation predicts forpT ∼ 8 GeV andxF ∼ 0.3,
a cross section of about 40 pb/GeV2.3 We hope this

3 We thank W. Vogelsang for providing us with this numeric
value.
will be a good motivation to undertake the measu
ment of the SSA, but we know that the extraction
the gluon Sivers function, even if it turns out to
large, will not be straightforward. Among the va
ous effects which might dilute the SSA, it is impo
tant to mention the effects of QCD gluon resumm
tion [19,20] and Sudakov effects have been shown
lead to significant suppression of the SSA conside
in Ref. [13].

Other similar processes arepp↑ → γ + jet + X,
muon pair productionpp↑ → γ ∗ + X → µ+µ− + X

andp̄p↑ → γ + X. The first reaction is certainly ver
interesting also, because by detecting simultaneo
the photon and the jet, one has both rapidities to c
sider and Eq.(12) becomes simpler, with no integra
tions. For muon pair production, the outgoing pho
is monitored by its conversion to muon pairs and t
process is more difficult to study experimentally. F
nally, in the case ofp̄p↑ → γ + X, the quark anni-
hilation processq̄q → γg dominates, which make
it unpractical. Therefore, the ideal probe to extr
the gluon Sivers function is the transverse single s
asymmetry of prompt photon production at highpT ,
and RHIC is obviously very suitable to realize this im
portant measurement with good precision.
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